HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES FILLED WITH FUN AND ADVENTURE AT EICA… AND DON’T FORGET WE’VE ALSO SCRAMBLES AND CLIP ‘N CLIMB RUNNING THROUGHOUT THE HOLIDAYS

CLIP ‘N CLIMB
Thrilling fun for everyone with cleverly designed climbing challenges offering a new entertaining activity at Europe’s largest indoor climbing arena. Reaching new heights never looked so good!

SCRAMBLES SOFTPLAY
Adventure has arrived! Check out our brand new state-of-the-art frames for babies, toddlers and juniors while relaxing at our new Café Refresh.

Find your wild side at Scrambles!

FROM CLIP N CLIMB TO SOFT PLAY, THERE’S PLENTY MORE TO KEEP THE KIDS ENTERTAINED AT EICA:RATHO. VISIT EICA-RATHO.CO.UK FOR MORE INFORMATION.

EICA:RATHO IS FULL OF ACTIVE, EXCITING AND FUN ACTIVITIES. THE HOLIDAY PROGRAMMES ARE BASED AROUND ALL THINGS FUN AND LED BY FULLY QUALIFIED, EXPERIENCED STAFF.

FINDING US

EICA:RATHO
South Platt Hill
Newbridge
Edinburgh EH28 8AA

T. +44 (0)131 333 6333
F. +44 (0)131 332 6331
E. info.eica@edinburghleisure.co.uk
W. eica-ratho.co.uk

HOLIDAY HEIGHTS
WE DON’T MIND KIDS CLIMBING THE WALLS!
Keep the kids active and entertained during the holidays with a dizzying range of adrenaline pumping activities.
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HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES

Keep the kids active and entertained during the holidays with a dizzying range of adrenaline pumping activities.

HOLIDAY PROGRAMME

**HOLIDAY CLUB**
(4-12 years) - £151 Weekly, £30.50 Daily
10% early bird discount £135.90 Weekly
Our Holiday Club runs Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm during the main school holidays – with early drop off from 8am and late pick up until 6pm – perfect for working parents. Book by the day or by the week. Kids can enjoy a huge range of exciting activities and try out new sports, while they make new friends and learn new skills.

**NRG Zone**
(10-17 years) - £260 Weekly
One for the more experienced climbers looking for fun outside. Our experienced instructors bring together indoor climbing and bouldering sessions with outdoor Trad and Sport Climbing at some of Edinburgh, the Lothians and Fife’s most exciting and challenging crags. Just a few of the activities that will keep your budding climbers occupied!

**NICAS Intro** (2 hrs)
(8-12 years) - £52.55 Weekly
Is your child looking to get into climbing? Our NICAS intro programme will introduce kids to all the essential skills to stay safe and have fun while climbing. It follows the national development structure for climbing and is the first step in their climbing journey. This programme covers skills like teamwork, listening, and communicating with others, as well as practical climbing skills.

**NICAS Development** (2 hrs)
(8-14 years) - £52.55 Weekly
For those that have completed NICAS Level 2 or have just started their NICAS Level 3, the NICAS Development programme gives kids the opportunity to work through their levels during the holidays. Combining a mix of key skills to stay safe climbing, as well as exercises in technique, communication, and teamwork skills, to ensure kids can get the most out of their climbing.

**Cragsters** (90 mins)
(8-12 years) - £15.90 Daily
Our Cragsters coaching club is also running through the holidays! Cragsters offers kids a chance to try our both our top rope and bouldering walls to give them a great all-round experience of climbing. This club caters to all levels of experience and is all about improving kids’ climbing and learning new skills.

This programme includes teaching kids rope skills, good technique and movement, and lots of fun activities.

**BOOK EARLY TO SAVE! VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO BOOK ONLINE TODAY.**